SCAVENGER HUNT Grades K-2

DIRECTIONS: As you tour the Berkeley Museum try to answer these questions.

LOBBY

1. True or False: Dirt, natural oils, and acids on your hands will damage artifacts in a museum and by not touching them we can preserve them for future generations.

2. Whose portrait hangs in the lobby? (Circle one)
   George Washington           Abraham Lincoln           Francis Marion

FIRST AMERICANS

1. Count the ears of Indian corn.

2. What are beads on the necklace made of?

EARLY EUROPEAN CONTACT

1. Early colonists traded with the local Indians. Circle things the colonists traded to the Indians:
   Blankets          cars          needles          scissors         telephones         glass beads

2. Circle things the Indians traded to the colonists:
   Deerskins         dishwashers   corn          pottery          baskets          microwaves

COLONIAL INDUSTRIES

1. True or False: During the colonial period, women used spinning wheels to spin cotton into yarn or thread.

REVOLUTIONARY WAR

1. What color jackets did the Colonial Regulars wear during the American Revolution? Circle one:
   red          purple          pink          black          blue          white

2. True or False: Brigadier General Francis Marion earned the nickname Swamp Fox by "out-foxing" the British by hiding his troops in Lowcountry swamps and raiding enemy supply lines during the American Revolution.

PLANTATION LIFE

1. In the 1800's porches were often used as work areas. Circle things found on this porch:
   Butter churn      TV set          beaver trap         baseball glove         rake

2. Find the toaster in the kitchen fireplace.
CIVIL WAR

1. How many flags are displayed in this exhibit?

EARLY MEDICINE

1. Find the microscopes. How many are there?

MAUDE CALLEN

1. What was Maude Callen's profession/job? Circle one:
   cook       housewife       dentist       nurse

2. True or False: Incubators are used for premature babies.

Santee Cooper

1. Light up Moncks Corner, Pinopolis Dam, and Old Santee Canal on the map.

2. Listen to the telephone message. What is the good news?

Francis Marion National Forest

1. In the early 1900's, many timber companies set up large logging camps in Berkeley County. Circle the necessary buildings shown in this diorama.

   Mess hall   blacksmith shop   McDonald's   doctor's office

2. Find 2 tools used by loggers to cut down trees. Clue: Several are hanging in this exhibit.

3. Rail and water transported logs. How many railroad cars filled with logs is the train pulling?

Temporary Gallery

1. How much does the world record catfish weigh?

Bonus Question

1. True or False: The Berkeley Museum examines Berkeley County history from the time of the Indians to the present.
LOBBY
1. True
2. Francis Marion

FIRST AMERICANS
1. 3
2. Shell and stone

EARLY EUROPEAN CONTACT
1. Blankets, needles, scissors, glass beads
2. deerskins, corn, pottery, baskets

COLONIAL INDUSTRIES
1. True

REVOLUTIONARY WAR
1. Blue
2. True

PLANTATION LIFE
1. Butter churn, rake, beaver trap
2. No answer

WAR BETWEEN THE STATES
1. 5

EARLY MEDICINE
1. 2

MAUDE CALLEN
1. Nurse
2. True

SANTEE COOPER
1. No answer
2. The switch has been thrown and the first Santee Cooper power has been sent to Charleston.

FRANCIS MARION NATIONAL FOREST
1. Mess hall, blacksmith shop, doctor's office
2. crosscut saws, axes, log carrier, marking ax, shovels, picks, and scalesticks
3. 5

TEMPORARY GALLERY
1. 109 Pounds 4 ounces

BONUS QUESTION
1. True